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pacifican gets a computer
treaty to end the war
basketball dance Saturday
tigers tops in swimming
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TIGER PAW NOTES
Covell Dinner

NO HOLIDAY
Friday, February 12th - Lincoln s
birthday is not a holiday for faculty
and students or non academic
employees.
Monday, February 15th
Washington's birthday is not
holiday for faculty and students.

a

Poetry Contest
The National Poetry Press
announced
its
Spring
competition this week. The
closing date for the submissions
of manuscripts by college
students is April 10.
Any student attending either
junior or senior colleges is
eligible to submit his verse.
There is no limitation as to form
or theme. Shorter works are
preferred by the Board of
Judges, because of space
limitations. Each poem must be
typed or printed on a separate
sheet, and must bear the name
and home address of the student,
and the college address as well.
Entrants should also submit the
name of an English instructor.
Manuscripts should be sent
to the Office of the Press,
National Poetry Press, 3210
Selby Ave., Los Angeles.

Kollock at Bookland
Will Kollock author of the
poetry collection Are You a
Mother? which was recently
released by Willow House
Publishers will be presented in
an author's day by Bookland
from 1 to 4 pm on February 13.
Coffee and cookies will be served
and the author will be available
to chat and to autograph copies
of his book. Bookland is located
next to The Cinema at 36
Sherwood Plaza.

Institute of Religion
Latter-day Saint students
attending the University of the
Pacific and San Joaquin Delta
College are looking forward to
the dedication of their new
Institute of Religion building. It
is located at 820 Brookside Road,
just across the street from the
new University of Pacific health
center.
Dedicatory services will be
held Friday, February 19, at 7:30
P.M. The dedicatory address
and prayer will be given by
David A. Richards, former
President of the San Joaquin
Stake of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints. The
public is invited.
The Stockton Institute
program is under the direction of
Douglas Jenkins. The purpose of
the Institute is four-fold, and
includes instruction, leadership,
social activities and counseling.
Courses are taught to LatterDay Saint students and their
friends.
Students
from
University of the Pacific and San
Joaquin Deta College meet
jointly in the classes.
The Latter-Day Saint
Student Association is the
organized club that functions on

both campuses. A Council from songs. Betsy is one of those
A Latin American Festival,
this group correlates all the magical people who came into featuring
food
ancj
the record business by chance.
activities that are carried out.
entertainment from several
In addition to course studies She has managed to use her countries, is scheduled for
and leadership opportunities, a personal experience in such a February 17 at University of the
social program is maintained. way as to write songs...sing
Pacific.
The Director of the Institute them... record them.
As a successor to an Indian
•
"Hopefully,"
says
Betsy,
serves as an advisor and
dinner
in the fall of 1969, this
"my songs will encourage people
counselor.
semester's
activity will honor
All these functions are to become aware of and sensitive the late Elbert Covell, founder of
designed to meet the needs of the to all aspects of love...love as we Elbert Covell College at UOP.
students. Stress is placed on find it in our daily lives, as we For the dinner, national dishes
spiritual values emanating from nurture it in our hearts and from a dozen different Latin
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. This minds, as we learn to use it to American countries will be
helps students to balance their shape the future of the world.' In served in all dining halls on the
lives by adding spiritual making her songs, and singing Stockton campus of
the
perspective to the knowledge them, she carries on her
University.
dialogue
with
the
world,
at
once
they acquire in their academic
Both students and faculty
sad and happy, whimsical and
pursuits.
will participate, along with
serious.
several honored guests that will
m
Sharing
the
limelight
with
Fallon Fund
Betsy will be the very talented include representatives from
approximately
18
Latin
Theta Alpha Phi, the Lyn Elder, singer, guitarist, American consulates in San
afloutist,
and
"Hurdy-gurdy
University chapter of the
Francisco. Covell students from
National Honorary Drama Man", Chuck Mendonsa, singer, the consul's home country
Fraternity is presenting the guitarist, and spontaneously
presented the invitation to the
Pacific Independent Theater's funny, and Ed Whettland,
festival
during a recent trip to
production of Murray Schisgal's composer, arranger, pianist,
San
Francisco.
LUV, as a benefit for the 1971 and "Papa Bear".
During the evening meal,
Fallon House Scholarship Fund.
the Elbert Covell College band
LUV will be performed one night
Atlas Grant
will circulate among the five
only, Sat. Feb. 13, at the
UOP dining halls and present
DeMarcus Brown Theater,
music from the Latin American
Dr.
Donald
M.
Pace,
North Campus, University of the
countries. Both the band and
Pacific. All seats are$2.00, and Professor of Physiology and
Covell students will be attired in
Pharmacology
in
the
School
of
will be available both at the door
native dress for the festival.
Pharmacy
has
received
a
$12,000
and by calling 946-2116.
The event will conclude with
The idea of LUV was grant from the BioMedical
Covell
students participating in
Division
of
the
Atlas
Chemical
conceived by four students:
a
variety
show that will include
Industries,
Inc.
of
Delaware
to
Chris Catt, Brian Donoghue,
his
studies
to native songs, music, dances, and
Kathy Hobson, and Steve Nevil, continue
who have built the play and have investigate the feasibility of skits.
successfully performed it at Neff using tissue culture techniques
in drug screening. This award
Barn Theater, La Mirada, Calif.
Meditation
Both Steve Nevil and Kathy makes a total of $36,000 received
Hobson have performed at from Atlas since 1969.
This week the chapel began
Fallon House Theater as
a series of non-verbal times for
members of the Fallon House
McGeorge Journal
meditation which will be held
Company. Their efforts, along
every Tuesday night. This is an
with the UOP Chapter of Theta
sequence
of
A review of selected 1970 eight-week
Alpha Phi will add to the
instrumental
music
and
visual
California
legislation
opportunity of many students
who could not otherwise afford to previously handled by the impressions which is offered for
participate in the Fallon California Continuing Education anyone who wants to muse,
of the Bar (CEB) - is included meditate, or "center down."
program.
for the first time in the latest
issue of the Pacific Law Journal.
Hasting's Program
Senior Pictures
Published by the University
for Disadvantaged
Seniors: yearbook pictures of the Pacific's Mc George
will be taken next week at School of Law, Sacramento, the
Hastings College of Law,
publication also
Alumni House for $1.75. Girls are 490-page
asked to wear dark sweaters or contains an analysis of University of California, has
blouses and men coats and ties if significant 1970 state legislation established a special minority
possible
(not
mandatory by various judges, legislators, program. This program, called
though). The schedule is as legal authorities and McGeorge the Legal Education Oppor
tunities Program (LEOP), is
follows: Thursday, February 18, students.
designed to probide a means for
The
current
issue
is
the
third
8:30-4:30,0-Z; February 23, 8:30since McGeorge joined other law disadvantaged minority stu
4:30 H-N.
schools in publishing journals. dents to enter law school undfer
However, the issue differs from special admission standards.
Festival of Caring
other law school publications by Inste'd of using the usual
On Sunday evening, Feb. centering its legal commen admission criteria of the grade
14th Betsy Chapman will appear taries on actions of the last legis point average and Law School
on the University campus in A lative session. This is to provide Admission Test score, admission
FESTIVAL OF CARING. She a penetrating analysis of major of minority student in LEOP is
based on grades (with emphasis
will perform in Raymond Great issues confronting the state.
on the junior and senior years),
Hall at 8 PM, and is being
With concurrence from CEB personal interview, motivation
sponsored through combined
efforts of the Dean of the Chapel on the special review section, the and involvement in the minority
and Anderson Y Center. The Pacific Law Journal will be the community, letters of recom
performance is open to the only publication in the state to mendation from teachers and
provide the legal community individuals who are closely
public and free of charge.
It was just a little over a year with a brief analysis of acquainted with the individual,
ago that Betsy recorded her first important enactments of the 1970 general background informa
album, "A Gift Of Love" with regular legislative session. tion, and the applicant's stateCapitol Records. The album Areas covered in this section mant as to his reason for
civil
procedure, studying law and his profess
contains some appealing folk- include
rooted material. Betsy sings administration of estates, ional objectives.
business associations, criminal
Interested students students
about various aspects of love in a
procedure
and
domestic should contact Dr. Wallace F.
voice that is as pure and
Caldwell, 224Bannister Hall.
unspoiled as the idealism of her relations.

GLENN

YARBROUGH
IN PERSON

March 11th • 8:30 PM
STOCKTON CIVIC
AUDITORIUM

TICKETS: $4. $3, $2
Miracle Music
2363 Pacific Ave.
466-4388

SPONSORED BY
K0VR CHANNEL 13 STOCHTOS
_
- SACRAMENTO
BW

Are you a
prospect for
the
Peace Corps?
Answer
these
4 questions
and see.
1. Are you a graduating
senior majoring in science, '
engineering, agriculture or
business?
2. Are you graduating with
a degree in liberal arts,
with summer experience in
such skills as farming,
construction, business or
public health?
3. Are you willing and able
to acquire a working
knowledge of a foreign
language if given the
proper training?
4. Do you have a genuine
desire to work in partner
ship with people in other
parts of the world?
If your answers to one of
the first two questions and
both of the last two ques
tions are "YES", you are a
prospect for the Peace
Corps.
Want to know more? Send
in the coupon.

The Peace Corps
You can be proud of it.
You can be part of it.

THE PEACE CORPS
Washington, D. C.
Tell me more about the opportunities
in t h e P e a c e C o r p s f o r g r a d u a t i n g

college men and women.
I'd be available for service in the
next 6-12 months
• Y E S • NO
• MARRIED • SINGLE
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toEndWarii 131
iStudents Agree
~

Groups Endorse Treaty
Propose Nationwide Action

P
I

, $2

3?

I
Be it known that the American and Vietnamese people are not ®
lenemies. The war is carried out in the names of the people of the 1
|United States and South Vietnam but without our consent. It destroys ®
|the land and people of Vietnam. It drains America of its resources its ® CHICAGO, ILL.-The Peoples' deal with the oppression of
lyouth and its honor.
'
I Peace Treaty has been endorsed
women and minority races in
| We hereby agree to end the war on the. following terms so that ® by representatives of 119 America. The coalition included
fcoth peoples can live under the joy of independence and can devote 1 organizations and 12 collectives in the preamble to its Treaty
(themselves to building a society based on human equality and ® linked in the National Coalition endorsement a clause stating
frespect for the earth.
I
Against War, Racism and that "in rejecting the war we
11. The Americans agree to immediate and total withdrawal from' Repression (NCAWRR).
also reject all forms of racism
I Vietnam and publicly to set the date by which all American forces'
In a meeting here Jan. 8-10, that discriminate against people
I will be removed.
I the coalition pledged support to on the basis of color, class, sex,
The Vietnamese pledge that as soon as the U.S. Government' many
actions,
including: national origins and ethnic
I publicly sets a date for total withdrawal:
' ratification of the Treaty; work groupings which form the past
2. They will enter discussions to secure the release of all' stoppages; nationwide boycott and present politics of the United
• American prisoners, including pilots captured while bombing North' against Standard Oil; tax States government.''
'Vietnam.
resistance; scab lettuce and A-P
Many
organizations,
3. There will be an immediate cease-fire between U.S. forces and® grocery store boycotts; and including National Student
J those led by the Provisional Revolutionary Government of South! support of the National Welfare Association
(NSA),
New
' VVietnam.
ietnam.
' Rights ^
. . . . . . . demand
,
Organization
for University Conference (NUC),
4. They will enter discussions of the procedures to guarantee the? a guaranteed minimum national Committee
of
Returned
'safety of all withdrawing troops.
income of $5500. A variety of Volunteers (CRV), Woman's
5. The Americans pledge to end the imposition of Thieu-Ky-j Spring actions were also Strike for Peace, Clergy and
Khiem on the people of South Vietnam in order to insure their right to > discussed, including legal, Laymen Concerned About the
pelf-determination and so that all political prisoners can be released. . peaceful mobilizations for those War, and the War Resisters'
6. The Vietnamese pledge to form a provisional coalition
people like GIs who face special League have already begun to
Irtnirommnnt FA ArrronintA *-L4-I N / \ L N A 4 I N > T «
A I I ^
^
government to organize democratic elections. All
parties
agree to. legal harrassment
circulate the Treaty.
FACNQAF f n A f A P l l l f A A p A1 AA4-1A« n i n
r .1 1 C ^ . . 4 - L
respect the results of elections in which all
South Vietnamese canj
The non-white caucus and a
In Washington, the National
participate freely without the presence of any foreign troops.
number of women challenged Student Association is gathering
7. The South Vietnamese pledge to enter discussion of! the NCAWRR commitment to signatures of student body
.procedures to guarantee the safety and political freedom of those.
.South Vietnamese who have collaborated with the U.S. or with the U._
JS.-supported regine.
8. The Americans and Vietnamese agree to respect the
Independence, peace and neutrality of Laos and Cambodia in accord j
Last September "The film, running this film through a
I with the 1954 and 1962 Geneva conventions and not to interfere in thej Pacifican" was budgeted $22,500 developer which create a sheet
I internal affairsof these two countries.
by the PSA to the probable of copy. The copy is then placed
|9. Upon these points of agreement, we pledge to end the war and| disgust of certain other on a page which is later
I resolve all other questions in the spirit of self-determination and| organizations on campus who photographed and the final sheet
imutual respect for independence and political freedom of the peoplej requested larger funds"than they that the reader sees are run off
|of Vietnam and the United States.
I were an0tted. Understandably on a traditional press, using a
I
By ratifying the agreement, we pledge to take whatever actionsj so for jt js difficult to plate from the negative rather
(are appropriate to implement the terms of this joing Treaty and tO| comprehend why a particular than a lead set of casts. This
I insure its acceptance by the government of the United States.
| periodical which up until this system allows for as many
I
Based on the areas of agreement between the Joint Declaration! year bas generally seemed at pictures and as radical a layout
|of Peace with the South Vietnamese Students and the Jointf best, imitative of high school as desired. Photo-offsetting is
I Declaration of Peace, signed by representatives of students in Northf papers, needed and actually definitely a system better suited
(Vietnam, the NLF, and the U.S., and after discussion with| secured such a large amount of
for college periodicals and yet it
(Vietnamese in Paris, a common declaration of peace, printed in full, money.
could be feasible to "The
above, was written and agreed to by three Vietnamese groups and |
That
particular
PSA Pacifican" only if such a system
(the Americans.
I meeting when the budget was
could be purchased rather than
This document will be submitted to a wide range of organizations! adonted the " editor "nf "The leased. This is the basis behind
(in the U.S. and Vietnam. Whenever possible it will be submitted for, Pacifican- cited the fact that the
the large budget request "The
(ratification either by referendum or by organizations, in the schools,
was h
ful of purchasing
Pacifican" made to the PSA.
(and universities, women s groups, professional groups, business, a comDietelv new nroduction
The most expensive and
[groups the organized poor and any other groups whose integrity or,
tem ag the reasoni
behind
most
vital facet of the system
e is threatened by continuation of the war.
, such a la
r
t This would
It isexpected that many groups will draft their own preambles to, enabie "The Pacifican" to consists of a AM Freiden
Ireflect their special concerns or experiences. In addition, both, jmprove
itself
both Corporation Computer with
specifications.
loffjeial and unofficial groups and bodies are encouraged to appendl iournalisticallv and finanriallv Varityper
jtheir own statements of the methods by which they intend to try and • iTwtld ope'n afeXmeS Initially an AM725 was ordered
but requests for Freiden
jmplementorjmforcethetreaty.
I opportunities to more students machines have far outstripped
" and publishing possibilities to their ability to produce and
other areas of the university.
accordingly, the company could
Up until this year "The not fill "The Pacifican's" order
Pacifican" was using linotype, until March. Because of this the
the type of process that most paper is temporarily using the
DETROIT (CPS)-More than that have fought in Vietnam, will professional papers utilize. AM707 but the workings of the
2,000 Vietnam war veterans are testify to massacres, torture of However, for college papers this two computers are so similar
sponsoring a war crimes inves prisoners, murder of prisoners, system is far too costly and that this machine is providing
tigation in Detroit, according to and the employment of chemical restrictive, providing few accurate training and will be
representatives of a group called and biological warfare and other possibilities for imaginative applicable to the AM707.
the Winter Soldier Investigation weapons specifically outlawed ideas. "The Pacifican" also had
The basis behind the
WSI.
to utilize local printers for the purchase of this particular
by international treaty.
"The purpose of WSI,"
majority of the production and machine was the fact that this
according to A1 Huubard, a WSI
oftentimes
this caused financial computer
The men "will testify in
is
the
most
official and a former Air Force panels comprised of the same and diplomatic problems. By maintenance-free
model
Captain, "is to demonstrate to units they fought in while in using linotype, deadlines for available. "The Pacifican"
America that My Lai was not an Vietnam," said another WSI stories were five days before Editor, Bob Greenstreet visited
isolated incident' but one of hun member, "in this way corrob publication, pictures were a company in Berkeley that also
dreds of war crimes and that the oration
can
be
offered extremely expensive, and the purchased the AM707 and their
responsibility cannot be diverted immediately and the fact that we layout had to be uniformly computer is the only one on the
from the U.S. higher commands are dealing with policy, not conforming to specific rules.
west coast that has not broken
the men in the field.''
A far cheaper and creative down within the last five years.
individual aberrations, can be
Hubbard said that over a readily understood.''
process is photo-offsetting,
The entire photo-offsetting
hundred veterans, representing
WSI is located at 967 which is what the paper adopted system, which of course does not
all branches of the military and Emerson St., in Detroit for this year. This process involves include a press, cost $16,000 and
virtually all of the combat units further information.
punching stories on paper or provides "The Pacifican" for the
magnetic tape, running this tape first time with a potential for
through a computer which being
an
independent
converts the tape codes onto newspaper, in addition to giving

presidents and college editors
endorsing the Treaty. In 1968,
NSA, in a similar move, focused
national public opinion of
resistance to the draft and the
war by collecting more than 250
signatures of student presidents
and editors on a "We Won't Go"
statement.
Also in Washington, a
spokesman for the Student
Mobilization Committee, who
recently moved their national
headquarters there, says SMC
(and the National Peace Action
Coalition, NPAC, which it
controls) would determine the
nature of its support for the
Treaty at its national convention
Feb. 19-21 (after the Feb. 5-7
national conference on the
Treaty at Ann Arbor) at Catholic
University in Washington.
NPAC has called for large anti
war
demonstrations
in
Washington and San Francisco
April 24.
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Nam Vets Hold Trial

Pacific a journalism process
that is fou years ahead of the
systems owned by any other
California college.
The first station within the
newly-purchased process is the
inputer, a Justowriter paper
tape punch. This machine types
the stories as they are turned in,
punching them out in a code on
the tape and also producing a
raw copy for the typist. This
paper tape is then fed into the
AM707 which in effect, takes a
picture of what the codes on the
tape indicate and this comes out
on a strip of film. The film is fed
into a developing machine which
transforms it into a sheet of copy
in a few seconds.
During layout, the sheet of
copy is run through a waxing
machine which gives it a light
adhesive surface. The sheets are
then rolled onto pages and
corrections are pasted on top.
Headlines are composed on a
machine which operates on
much the same principle as the
computer; letters of different
sizes are put in front of a lens and
the result comes out in tape. This
tape is run through a develope
and the headline is completed
after it is rolled down on the
page. The pages are then taken
to a local printer who
photographs them and runs a
new-inked plate from the
negative through a Heidelburg
Press onto blank newspaper
sheets.
Before
last
month,
the
duplicating office with its high
costs, was the only place where
publishing
services
were
available.
Now
however,
university organizations can
come to "The Pacifican" office
for production at a cheaper rate.
This new system could be
called extravegant as compared
to the expressed needs of other
departments, and yet the results
will touch almost every aspect of
the university and will have a
definite effect upon the
progressiveness
of
this
institution.
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McGovern's First Campaign Issue-China Recognition
by tarry Seidman

"Out to dispel the fog and
myths which for the past 20 years
have befuddled our attitudes and
actions
toward
Mainland
China,"
Senator
George
McGovern called for recognition
of Red China by the United
States and for her admission to
the United Nations. His
comments were part of a
prepared speech given at the
UOP Conservatory on Sunday,
January 24th. The speech was
the South Dakotan's first major
policy statement since declaring

himself a candidate for United
States President in the 1972 race.
His visit to Pacific was
sponsored by the PSA's Forum
on National Priorities and the
Public Affairs Institute.
Senator McGovern arrived
at UOP around 5:30 in the
afternoon and went immediately
to a reception in his honor given
by the Public Affairs Institute.
PAI is a group of 100 civic
leaders who have contributed
$100 each to bring "big name"
speakers to the University
community. At 6: 30 McGovern
proceeded to a special dinner at
the Raymond Great Hall. Rumor

has it that George enjoyed Mr.
Fairbrook's specialties.
By
8:00
PM,
the
Conservatory was packed at 1200
strong, all awaiting the
appearance by McGovern. Afew
minutes later McGovern walked
on stage accompanied by
Alistair McCrone, Academic
Vice-President, Dr. Otis Shao,
Dean of the Graduate School and
Director of the Public Affairs
Institute, and Mr. David
Bennett, Chairman of the Forum
on National Priorities. After the

usual formalities (the welcome
to Pacific routine), David
Bennett explained that the
Forum on National Priorities "is
a group of UOP students who
developed a program to explore
national priorities for this
country in light of rapid
technological advance,
and
an
urbanization,
increasingly complex social
structure." Mr. Bennett then
proceeded to introduce Senator
McGovern.
His reception overall was
extremely friendly. In his
prepared speech concerning
China, McGovern stressed that

the US should "...forego any plan
to construct an area defense
antiballastic missile system
designed primarily to nullify the
budding Chinese deterrent
force." The US cannot stop the
emergence of China as a nuclear
force, he added, and will "gain
nothing and lose much by
attempting to deny her the same
protection we consider prudent
and responsible for ourselves.
He suggested that the US
should: l.)put trade with China
on the same basis as trade with
the Soviet Union and other
Communist nations in Eastern
Europe, and 2.) initiate travel
and cultural contacts by issuing
invitations at the Warsaw talks,
and in open dialogue with Peking
to Chinese scientists, officials,
newspapermen, students, and
others to visit the US, and
encourage Chinese- Americans
to resume private contacts with
China.
McGovern called on the US
to "enlist silent majority support
for the admission of Red China to
the United Nations, abandoning
efforts to require two-thirds
approval." He called for the
reassessment of China in
"reaistic terms." "We must," he
said' "escape the tyranny of the
following myths; ...the present
government in Peking is but a
temporary usurper of legitimate
power in China... China seeks to,
or can, conquer and dominate
her
Asian
neighbors...
Communist Chinese are a race
apart-intensely militant in
nature and utterly lacking in
civilized regard for human life;
like any other racial prejudice,
the thesis is without rational
support... China is an inevitable
military threat to our own
security;
China
regards
revolution as a do it yourself
enterprise and neither has the
military nor industrial capacity
to seriously threaten our safety.
He concluded
that "...a
nation as rich and powerful as
the United States can readily
afford to move in a spirit of
understanding and respect. If we
are truly committed to truth, and

if we are determined to shed the
burdens of past mistakes, we can
clearly do no less."
Following his prepared
speech, the audience and
members of the press were
allowed to ask questions. The
PACIFICAN asked Senator
McGovern his feelings about
"President
Nixon's
new
American revolution and how it
could affect his campaign." He
replied, "I've been calling for
that kind of change for some
time. We are nearing the 200th
anniversary of
our own
revolution and should go about

squaring our practices with the
ideals of the first one...Nixon,
however, was talking about the
distribution of revenues and I
fear it is an idle gesture as long
as our money flows into war and
the military."
After the qkestion and
answer period there was a public
reception at the Anderson Dining
Hall, where some 300 persons
shook hands with McGovern.
Overall, his entire visit was a
pleasant and rewarding one, not
only
for
the
University
community but for McGovern's
campaign as well.

m
Get your

A beautiful 24 Kt. gold plated key enameled in
our school colors has been reserved for each
senior. No obligation. Just sign the register. Be
sure to see the Graduation Gift Center while
you're there.
FOR

MEN

AND

WOMEN

WEBERSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVE.
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Baroque Quartet
Plays to Packed House
by Paul Nasman

Nis,

The Camerata Ensemble, a
group of professional musicians,
spent Sunday, February 7th, at
the University of the Pacific,
teaching,
lecturing,
and
performing in Morris Chapel.
Four persons make up the
Camerata Ensemble. Laurette
Goldberg, harpsichordist, plays
with
Bay
Area
music
organizations as a soloist and
chamber musician, and teaches
at the University of California at
Berkeley. Sally Kell and Ronald
Erickson are both principal
string players in the Oakland
Symphony Orchestra. Miss Kell
plays the cello and the "viola da
gamba", and will perform soon
in a series of chamber concerts
at the Old Spaghetti Factory.
Erickson is a violinist and, when
playing Baroque music, uses a
genuine Baroque violin. Bruce
Haynes is a master of both the
Baroque oboe and recorder, and
now makes his own replicas of
Baroque woodwind instruments.
The musicians began their
day at UOP by giving lecturedemonstrations
in
their
respective specialties. There
were three lectures on Baroque
string, woodwind, and keyboard
techniques. The lectures were
designed for those interested in
specific information about
Baroque instruments,
literature, and performance.
About 100 people attended
the lectures, including many
music students, teachers, and
professional musicians from the
Stockton area and valley.
That evening, the Camerata

Ensemble turned theory into
practice by presenting a full
concert of Baroque works. A full
house greeted the performers in
Morris Chapel, where the
concert took place.
The Ensemble devoted their
concert to the works of five
different Baroque composers:
"L'Apotheose de Lully" by
Francois Couperin (1681-1767);
"Suite" for recorder and bass by
Jacques Hotteterre (c.16801761); "Sonata" for violin,
"viola da gamba", and continuo
by Biagio Marini (c. 1600-1660);
and "Sonata", BWV 1039, for
violin, oboe, and continuo by J.S.
Bach (1685-1750).
The performance was
excellent-- and the performers
themselves were excellent.
Although the brightly-colored
garb of the younger members of
the ensemble may have raised a
few doubts in the more stodgy
members of the audience, the
group quickly established an
excellent rapport and went on to
impress them with expert
playing
and
scholarly
commentary.
The pieces covered a variety
of styles, from the tinkling gaiety
of French court music to the
contrapuntal expertise of Bach.
The most well-received piece
was the Teleman "Sonata", in
which two harpsichordists
played on eitherside of the stage,
while Miss Kell played the solo
part on the "viola da gamba" in

Grad

A new concept in edueatioi
of Reality Therapy has been
applied to a Los Angeles poverty
area school by a student
completing
his
doctoral
dissertation here.
Richard
Hawes,
vice
president of the Institute for
Reality Therapy in Los Angeles,
conducted the program over 16
weeks at an elementary school in
Watts.
The project center around
the involvement of teachers with
students in class meetings. In
large group sessions, students
learn about each other and the
teacher learns what directions
the students want
their
education to take.
This Reality Therapy
concept was developed in
conjunction with a Schools
Without Failure program by Dr.
William Glasser, a nationally
known psychiatrist. As part of
the program letter grades,
which can connotate failure, are
by
individual
replaced
conferences involving the
student, teacher and parent. The
goal is to reduce sutdent failure
in the classroom.
"The major focus of my
study," Hawes explained, "was
to see if the program would
encourage the belief in children
that they are primarily
responsible for their successes
or failure in school, rather than
believing that various outside
forces
are
essentially
responsible for their successes
and failures, i.e. the children,

the center. The most novel piece
was the Couperin, which
included narration by Miss
Goldberg.
The Camerata Ensemble is
dedicated to presenting early
music in stylistically accurate
performances. The music is
presented at early pitch and,
wherever possible, copies of
original
instruments
are
employed. The importance of
this was stressed by Haynes in
his lectures. Haynes stated that
it was inaccurate to think of the
history of music as a constant
succession of improvements
culminating in the nearperfection of the present. In fact,
each period of musical endeavor
developed its own unique
characteristics, often to a high
degree of refinement. Thus,
present day instruments and
musical practices are for the
most part unsuitable for
performing Baroque music,
precisely because of their socalled improvements.
For these reasons, the
concert was performed on
original instruments or copies at
the standard (German )
Baroque pitch of a/415, about Vi
step lower than the /440 used to
day. Since the instruments used
were designed to be played at
this lower pitch, the performers
were able to achieve tonal colors
and musical effects not possible
on modern instruments.

Child
teacher, curriculum, parents,
luck or fate, etc." The study also
focused on the program
influencing the child's class
room behavior and selfconcept.
concept.
"Our results showed a
significant increase in the
student's belief that he was
responsible for his successes and
failures in school," Hawes
explained, "It also showed a
significant improvement in the
student's
behavior
in
approaching curriculum tasks
with the school and generally
increased his social and
cooperative behavior in the
classroom."
Hawes said there was no
improvement in the child's selfconcept, or picture of himself,
even though this would appear
closely related to the child's view
of success or failure in school which did show an increase. "We
are not sure why the self-concept
did not improve," Hawes added,
"but we think this might have
shown a change in a study over a
longer period of time."
Hawes, who received a M.A.
degree from Pacific in 1960, has
been affiliated with Dr. Glasser
the past two years. He said his
doctoral dissertation on Schools
Without Failure and Reality
Therapy provided an analysis of
these concepts in more of a
"research type of situation"
than is present in some 350
schools throughout the United
States and Canada that use the
program on a regular basis.

College Student Injurance Service Has worked with the auto insurance
industry tor five years to prove that the college student deserves lower
insurance rates. Now ASB members often realize reductions from 20 %
to 40 % below comparable policies. This group-oriented policy is written
through the Associated College Student Underwriters and provides under
an exclusive agreement with College Student Insurance Service, Inc.
For a personalized quote,

fill in the blank below and send it to

CSIS, 2740 FULTON AVE, SUITE 105B,
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. 95821 or
TELEPHONE (A/C 916) 482-6658
Name

..»•* date:

Address

-Zip=

Telephone .

Married? ...

-School

Year and make of car: ...

-Model

Present policy expires (date):
No. of years licensed to drive: _
No. of moving violations, last 3 years:
No. of accidents responsible for (3 years) with damages
exceeding $100:

The instruments used were a
violin
made
by
Kletz,
Mittenwald in 1776 (with a bow
made in the mid-18th century), a
copy of a recorder (a wooden
flute-like instrument) made by
Bressman in 1720, a copy of an
oboe made by Paulhahn in 1720,
(this instrument was handmade
by Haynes himself), a copy of a
"viola da gamba" (freeted
predecessor to the cello), a large
harpsichord, and a small
harpsichord-like instrument
called a virginal.
There "is currently a
resurgence of interest in music
of the Baroque period (16001750), which the standing-room
crowd
at
the
concert
demonstrated most graphically.
The audience was composed of a
complete spectrum of humanity,
including professors, students,
musicians, and ordinary citizens
of all age groups and life styles.
Rock groups also seem to
have discovered that Baroque
melodies and forms can be
incorporated into their music
with great success. The
contrapuntal interplay between
guitarists and drummers in
many ways similar to certain

Baroque practices. The
improvisatory art was widely
developed in the Baroque period,
and the Baroque practice of
"realizing a figured bass", i.e.,
making up accompaniment from
chords designated by the
composer, is much like the
"comping" of jazz pianists and
guitarists.
Some groups, such as Deep
Purple, have experimented with
Baroque forms (their fugue on
the second side of their album
"The Book of Taliesyn" is
recommended listening), and
others, such as Jethro Tull have
freely used melodies of Bach and
other Baroque composers.
"Bouree" on Jethro Tull's
"Stand
Up"
albumwas
originally written by Bach for
the lute.
PSA Dance - Saturday Night;
Featuring from L.A., Felix, at
Callison Dining Hall, from 9-1,
plus light show "Odessa". Free
with PSA Card. Felix has played
with the 'Who' and 'Spirit'. The
dance is in honor of the UOP
Varsity Basketball team for
continued success this season.

Send your lovebundle
our LoveBundle.',.
And she'll be bitten by
the LoveBug. That's me.'

Usually available
for less than

*12.50'

What better word than "Love"?
What better way to say it than with the
"LoveBundle"?
A special Valentine's bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine's Day.
Order it to arrive early. Because it's designed to
stretch Valentine's Day into a whole week.
Why squeeze your love into one day?
Available only at an FTD florist. At a special price.

Send the FTD "LoveBundle" for Valentine's week.
•As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
own prices.
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University Brings Landmark to Life
Drama Dept. Plans Summer at Fallon

M'mm M'fflW Good!

..

Among the picturesque old
' buildings of Columbia, "Gem of
J the Southern Mines," one of the
most representative is the solid
!brick, iron-shuttered Fallon
a House Theatre. The first unit of
• the old hostelry was erected in
•the early 1850 s by Irish
I immigrantOwenFallon.
The
second
section,
! including the tap room - with a
a bar that was shipped "round the
! horn," was built within a few
• years. Sometime later, Jim
! Fallon, son of the original
• builder, added the theatre. The
1:303:305:30 7:30 9:30 • ceiling decoration in the theatre
I is the original design and

J

PETER SELLERS
GOLDIEHAWN
l/ter&aSfcrt
inWySoup

I workmanship of Jim Fallon.

A SMe
Pe°ftE
NEED
No LEADER

In 1943, many years after the
I theatre had fallen into disuse,
|the College of the Pacific,
|through the gifts of friends
I interested in its California
I History Foundation, purchased
I historic Fallon House. In 1943,
|Columbia became a State Park,
I and the college deeded the
I property to the State of
I California.
I
Then the Division of Beaches
I and Parks, and the Division of
I Architecture began a restoration

structuring
Fallon
House
program which has resulted in a Theatre's 22nd summer season,
beautiful, authentic revival of Dr. Sy Kahn, Executive Director
the Fallon House Theatre. With of the theatre, together with his
the cooperation of the California staff, have given serious
Centennials Commission the job consideration to variety and
was completed in time for substance. The playbill gives
California's official Forty-niner
proof of this.
Centennial Celebration.
The first production of the
Here the Pacific Theatre
season will be the widely
company
played
nine
acclaimed family musical,
performances during the threeCarnival, a delightful warm
day festival, including a
hearted story of an orphan girl
midnight "command"
and her attempt to find love and
performance for Governor Earl
happiness in a circus. Carnival
Warren. This theatre project has
opens Saturday, July 3, and will
become a regular accredited
play Sunday matinees for the
section of University of the
entire
season.
Pacific summer sessions.
Opening Saturday, July 10,
Preparations are underway is the famous mystery-thriller,
for the opening of Fallon House Night Must Fall, by Emlyn
Theatre's 22nd season in Williams. Well received in both
Columbia State Park. A London and New York, Night
tentative production schedule Must Fall will add a chilling
indicate the Fallon company will diversion to the repertoire.
arrive in Columbia on Saturday,
Thornton Wilder's Classic
June 26, to begin rehearsals for a Our Town is the third scheduled
July 3rd gala opening.
production of the season. Our
Present plans are to extend Town, opening July 17, depicts
the summer season another the life of a New Hampshire
week, so that the final company village with its humor, pathos
performance
will
be on
and love.
Saturday, August 21. In

Is WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
for YOU?

Tho
PnmDanv 's
four
The Company's
fourth
production, scheduled to open
July 24, is the hilarious farce,
Three Men On A Horse, which
tells the story of a man whose
predictions on the races are
never wrong...well, almost
never.
The final production of the
summer is Joan Littlewood s
authentic songs, newspaper
accounts, and persona
The final production of the
summer is Joan Littlewood s Oh,
What A Lovely War, a fast-paced
musical revue about World War
I. Based on authentic songs,
newspaper
accounts,
and
personal diaries, this play is
perhaps one of the most
significant British Theatre
contributions of the last decade.
Oh, What A Lovely War will open
July 31st, and will be the final
presentation.
Further information on the
summer program may be
obtained by calling the Drama
Department,
university
extension 2116, or writing the
Drama Department, Univeristy
of the Pacific, Stockton,
California 95204.

BRIDAL REGISTRY
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPllCS
ART SUPPLIES

SPECIAL BAR PIZZA
FOR UOP STUDENTS
ONLY WILL FEED
4 HEAVY EATERS

3220 Pacific Avanut
Phono 466-7031

MUST CALL IN

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

ADVANCE $6.50

DINO 'S
Across from Bruner's

It can be now, with the former
QUEEN ELIZABETH
providing more accommodations and lower rates
The unforgettable, enormously enriching experience of a semester at sea is
now within the range of most college students. Minimum costs have been
reduced as much as $725 (from $3575 down to $2850. which includes

Next to the Hide-A-Way on
Hammer Lane
Thurs-Sat. 11 A.M.-l P.M.
Mon.-Wed. 11 A.M.-l 1 P.M.

/itexuuder 'Production*
STAGE AND TV PRODUCTIONS
NAME SINGERS • GROUPS • COMICS
RECORDING ROCK. DANCE AND COUNTRY BANDS

477-7727

SUNDAYS 2P.M.-10P.M.

"We can get you anyone you wane"

JERRY ALEXANDER
FIELD REPRESENTATIVE

MOOESTO. CALIFORNIA

i 209 ) 529-2982

round-the-world passage, meals, air-conditioned accommodations, and fu
tuition). A student can attend World Campus Afloat for a semester and still

K .

>

receive credit for the work back at his home campus.

*The\hip is your classroom, and the world is your laboratory .

TV as an Educational Tool

you II

drop anchor in the most exciting ports of Africa. Asia, and Latin America
listen to a lecture on the steps of the Taj Mahal, skin-dive off the coast ol
New Zealand. Send the coupon today for information and application forms
for the fall semester 1971 or subsequent voyages. Scholarships and financial
aid available.

a***

(PLEASE PRINT)

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss_

First

Last

Permanent
Address-

Street
.State.

City
Address
At S c h o o l .

s(ame of
School -

Interested: • Fall 19

WORLD CAMPUS
AFLOAT

Home Phone
.Zip

Campus Phone

Street
.State.

City

Initial

—Zip

MAIL TODAY TO
CHAPMAN COLLEGE,
Box CC15,
Orange, California 92666

Year in School

• January 19

• Spring 19

• Summer 19_

"Does the world have you down, Moms and Dads? Take this
little blue pill and watch your troubles disappear!"
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PSA Presents :

Critics Choice Dance Amalgam
Three of the San FranciscoBay Area's best known dance
companies will share billing on
the Critic's Choice Dance
Amalgam to be presented on two
successive Sundays, February
21 and 28, at the University of the
Pacific Conservatory Audi
torium at 8: 15 p.m.
Larry Seidman, Social
Commissioner of the Pacific
Student Association announced
that contracts had been signed
with San Francisco Dance
Theater, the Oakland Ballet, and
the Rec Russel Jazz Company.
The PSA also announced that
Christine Bennett, formerly a
principal of the San Francisco
Ballet and Daniel Lordon,

formerly of the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet, will dance the Peasant
Pas de Deux from "Giselle."
These two stars will appear by
special arrangement with San
Francisco Dance Theater.
The program for both
Sundays will be the same.
Featured works will include San
Francisco Dance Theater's two
great hits of last year's "Wings
on the Horizon" series at War
Memorial Auditorium in San
Francisco; Penelope Lagios
Johnson's "Statues" and
"Morning's Eye."
"Statues" caused a minor
sensation as the first ballet to be
performed on a major San
Francisco stage absolutely

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

BUT NO ONE KNOWS HOW IT'LL
END-EXCEPT R3R THIS GOYAND HE AIN'T TRt-KUVKr.'l

You've dreamed about your
diamond engagement ring a thou
sand times. But now that you
know it's for keeps, it's time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and their value.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jewelers have
adopted exacting standards to de
termine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards include a dia
mond's size (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.
Although it's important to
know the facts about diamonds,
you certainly don't have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsake Dia
mond Ring . . . because Keepsake
guarantees a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clar
ity or replacement assured. The fa
mous Keepsake certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-in
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.
CUT: The cut of a diamond—the
facets placed on it by a trained
cutter—brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty, bril
liance and value.
CLARITY: Determined by the ab
sence of small impurities. A per
fect diamond has no impurities
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.
CARAT: A diamond's size is
measured in carats. As a diamond
increases in size, its price will
increase even more if the quality
remains constant. But larger dia
monds of inferior quality may ac
tually be worth less than smaller,
perfect diamonds.

nude. In fact, the eight male and
female dancers all wear gold
body paint from head to foot.
"Morning's Eye" was hailed
by San Francisco Examiner
critic Arthur Bloomfield as
"liberally stocked with sexuality
and mystery...a strong piece.''
No expense is being spared
in making the Amalgam
program one of the most exciting
professional productions ever
staged in Stockton. Western
Opera Theater's resident stage
manager and designer, Parker
Young, has been retained as
production director, and San
Francisco Dance Theater's
production staff will accompany
that of the Oakland Ballet behind
the scenes.
All extra stage equipment,
scenic lighting, and backstage
personnel will be brought in from
San Francisco in order to make
the Critic's Choice Dance
Amalgam a truly professional
event that Stockton will long
remember.
Reserved seat tickets for
both performances are on sale
today at the Pacific Student
Association office on campus at
UOP. The tickets are half price
for students at$1.75, $1.50, $1.25.

UNCLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale: 12 8-track tapes really
cheap. Contact Sam Shepard at
the Pacifican or at 478-0317

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He's in the Yellow Pages under |
"Jewelers." Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-243-6000.
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655.

Kfispsake'j
REGISTERED

FOR SALE: New Electric
Portable Typewriter. West
German Make, Full Carriage,
Standard Size Keyboard. Two
Tone Color With Double Locking
Carrying Case. PRICE $225.00
Complete With Carrying Case
and in Original Container.
Contact Mr. Lou Bayers,
Financial Center, Campus

DIAMOND RINGS

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding"
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 25C
S-71

JOB OPPORTUNITY: Ticket
Sales Full & Part time, good
salary, apply Elks bldg. 42 Sutter
St. Rm. 320

KEEPSAKE, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201

Rings from $100 to $10,000

Trade Mark Reg. A. H. Pond Co.

by Jeff Bartletf

"Where's Poppa?" is the
Also excellent is Ron
funniest movie I have seen in Leibman as Gordon's uptight
some time. It follows Gordon brother Sid. The situations he
Hockheiser (George Segal), a encounters as he tries to
lawyer, in his struggle to rid dissuade Gordon from killing
himself of his senile mother their mother are outrageous.
(Ruth Gordon) who consumes The black muggers in the
virtually all his time with her neighborhood park, some of
brainless antics. Raised in a whom had large roles in "Putney
very close, absurdly traditional Swope", capitalize beautifully
Jewish family, Hockheiser on the modern city resident's
endures
everything
with fear of "crime in the streets" as
clenched teeth until Momma they put Sid into the horrible
drives off Louise, the girl of his situations a bullied man
dreams (Trish Van Devere) by encounters from childhood.
biting Gordon on the bottom
Of course in any movie a
("tush"
is
the
Yiddish large share of the credit or
vernacular) as he serves dinner. blame lies with the director and
While this is a funny scene it is here Reiner is superb. Having
not the great climax the film's worked in television for many
advance publicity has declared years, he has studied situation
it to be with statements like "the comedy carefully. In this effort
tush scene alone is worth the he brings this nearly always
price of admission."
disappointing form to real
From this point the story hilarity. The movie exemplifies
proceeds crazily to its happy everything that television could
ending. Special value lies not be if men like Reiner were
with the plot, however, as much allowed free expression. H
as with sequences which seem
Having long been frustrated
almost incidental, as in two or bored by tv programing,
hilarious courtroom scenes
especially in comedy, "Where's
involving an Army colonel and a Poppa?" was a joy for me. It is
football coach. In these director
not overburdened with social
Carl Reiner exhibits the comedic comment but what there is
insight that gave occasional allows us to honestly laugh as
brilliance to the old Dick Van ourselves and compassionately
Dyke Show. Reiner exploits at others, as when a cabdriver
numerous cliches with new
passes up a black women in
intensity, using odd twists to favor of Sid dressed head to foot
extract a great deal of humor , in a gorilla suit. If you haven't
from the tired situations. For - gone to a flick for a good laugh
example, the strategic placing of recently, "Where's Poppa?"
four letter words in conversation
presents a fine opportunity.
makes them much funnier than
profanity usually is.
- £ cI• ^ s e The actors a re very good
also. Segal, originally a comic,
has a part which utilizes his
QuV,V>«fo«« d OAON
talents fully, as does Ruth
Gordon, who plays quite
2 ha«J killed
harmoniously with Segal in her
"The
antagonism of him. Trish Van
Devere, in her first movie, is
perhaps the least spectacular Cast mcj sUd OVO
major character but only,
O-ceoss
aw J
Ithink, because she plays her
role so well, epitomizing the
innocent but secretly horny
S he J i'cd.
American
beauty
that
supposedly lies at the heart of
every boy's dreams. The
overwhelming stereotypicity tof
her part is its largest asset.

MOON;

FOR SALE: Used VW Tires for
sale CHEAP Call Greg 465-4207

c;i»_

i

Reiner Directs
'Funniest Movie'

WANTED-UNCLASSIFIED
ADS. SEE OR CALL GREG
LATHROP AT 465-4207 or
PACIFICAN OFFICE 946-2140
or 464-8742
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Swimmers
Dunk Col

UOP 110
SDS 83
by Mork Austin

The Pacific Tiger Cagers
shot 50 percent from the floor for
the second straight game as they
notched their twenty-third
consecutive home court victory,
with a margin of 110-83
San Diego State was the
victim this time despite fine
assistant coaching by ex-Pacific
guard Bill Clapperton. The nonconference game was the fifth
win in a row for the torrid Tiger
five.
The contest was highlighted
by some fine individual
performances as well as a
season high team scoring output.
John Gianelli, who entered
the game as the nations fifth best
rebounder, upped his 17.5
average by snatching 30, a new
career high. Gianelli also was
the leading scorer with 23 points.
The list of other Pacific
scorers in double figures
included Thomasson (22),
Sperring (14), Dulaney (18), and
Paul Scheidigger who came off
the bench to pump in his season
high of 15 points.

by Jim McCartney

The Pacific swimming
team, which had never beaten
Cal Berkeley in history, scored
one of their greatest victories
ever on January 23 when they
defeated the UC swimmers, 6249.
Going into the final event,
the 400-yard freestyle, UOP was
ahead but Cal still had a chance
to win. However, Pacific's
outstanding freshman, Rick
Reeder, anchorman in the final
event, came through with a time
of 45.8 and clinched the victory
for UOP.

Tigers Take WCAC Lead
by Mark Austin

The University of the Pacific
Tigers put together their most
impressive team effort of the
season last Saturday night when
they knocked off Loyola 85-66.
The victory gave the Tigers a V2
sports stats
game lead over second place
Loyola in the WCAC.
W L Pet.
The Bengals were strong in
.750
2
6
Pacific
all aspects of the game. Four
.714
2
5
Loyola
Pacific starters scored in double
.667
2
4
figures
and
the
Tigers
San Fran.
,571
3
4
Santa Clara
completely dominated the
.571
3
4
Nev.-Vegas
boards, both offensively and
.286
2
5
St. Mary's
defensively.
.286
5
2
Pepperdine
Bernard Dulaney was once
.143
6
1
Nev.-Reno
again the offensive sparkplug for
Standing don't include last the Tigers. Dulaney dropped in
11 of his 15 points in the first half
night's games

at half
and led Pacific's scorers at
half
time.
More
importantly
however,
Dulaney's
ballhawking defense and antag
onizing grin irritated Loyola to
the point of frustration.
Despite getting into foul
trouble in the first half Dulaney
played at least 10 minutes of
excellent defensive basketball in
the second half without fouling
out. Dulaney has improved so
much on defense that Coach
Edwards now considers him his
best defensive forward,
m Jim McCargo also had
another good game at forward.
Looking stronger as the game
progressed, Jim poured in 16
points, 11 in the second half.

WANTED:
College men and women for man
agement positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for incollege trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and train
ing needed for executive responsi
bility.
If you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force commission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
commission, you'll receive$50 each
month as a student. And upon grad
uation* that management position
we promised will be waiting for you.
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of out
standing programs to help you fur
ther your education.
If you're in your final year of col

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Train
ing Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qualify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, ranging from aero
nautical engineering to zoology,
with almost everything else, includ
ing flying, in between. Butwhatever
your duties, you'll soon discover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your tal
ents can take you.
So look ahead and let your col
lege years pay off for you with a
managerial position in the U.S. Air
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB,
Texas78148, and get your postgrad
uate career off the ground.

SCN271

USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information
on:
• Officer Training School
• Air Force ROTC Program

(please print)

DATE OF GRADUATION

I understand there is no obligation.

Find yourself in the United States Air Force

McCargo also made
a strong
McCareo
m£
effort on the boards, hauling
down 11 rebounds.
At center, All America
candidate
John
Gianelli
continued to play just like that.
John scored 18 points, blocked
six shots and grabbed an
amazing 24 rebounds. John is
greatly responsible for Pacific
being sixth in the nation in
rebounding.
The Tigers displayed some
of their excellent bench potential
against Loyola as well as the
skill of their starting five.
Starting guard Robbie Sperring
fouled out early in the second
half. Fortunately, John Joshua
was ready and turned in an
exciting performance. Joshua
displayed tremendous quickness
and his aggressive defense
resulted in several important
turnovers.
At the other guard spot Bob
Thomason drilled in 21 points
and ended the game as high
scorer for Pacific.
Pacific has now won four
straight games and 22 straight at
home. The Tigers are 6-2 in
WCAC action which puts them on
top for the moment. However,
Loyola (5-2) and USF (4-2) are
even with the Bengals in the loss
column and the race should
prove as exciting as last year's.
The Cagers still have
several tough away games with
such opponents as the University
of Nevada, Las Vegas, and
Loyola. Pacific has not been
strong on the road thus far but
the team seems to have
improved greatly since the
disappointing loss at Santa Clara
two weeks ago.
The Tigers' next game is
here tomorrow night with USF.
The Dons are always scrappy
but Pacific will be looking for
revenge and should have the
edge since the game is at home.

Hello, Tony
Congratulations to Pacific's
new
Sports
Information
Director, Tony Sauro. Tony was
formerly a member of the Sports
Information
personnel
at
Arizona and judging by his
effective organization of the
press seating at the Civic
Auditorium, he seems eager and
able to do a fine job.

Reeder was greeted by his
ecstatic teammates as he
reached the wall. "This is what
we've been waiting for," was all
that an elated coach Rose could
say after the meet. UOP had
never beaten Cal since the two
schools began competing in 1948.
Three school records were
set at the meet. The 400 freestyle
team of Snider, Dietrich, Hayes,
and Reeder finished in the time
of 3:12.1.
Reeder won the 200 yard
freestyle in 1:44, second fastest
time in the nation, and the 400
medley relay team of Archibald,
Cooper, Silsbe, and Hayes set a
record with a time of 10:17.9.
Silsbe also came through with
two other first place finishes,
winning the 200 yard individual
medley, and the 200 yard
breaststroke.
The day before beating Cal,
Pacific smashed Los Angeles
State and San Francisco State at
Stagg High School in a tri-meet.

CHINA, CRYSTAL
STERLING, GIFTS
Open Thursdays 'HI 9 p.m
Free Gift Wrap
and Delivery

^HHIunter

tatip
sift

J, I

studios

2002 Pacific Avenue

463-8913

PIZZAS
SPAGHETTI
RAVIOLI
ICE COLD BEER
ON TAP
JOIN OUR

Happy Time
with
Scott-Tom-Larry-Steve
6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Mon. tthru Fri.
Small Pitcher $1.00
Large Pitcher $1.40
Glass 20c
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Whites Journey to Bear Tribe
Last month word was spread
of the formation of the Bear
Tribe as the first new Indian
tribe in this century. The tribe
announced that all those
interested in the tribal way of
live, Indians and non-Indians,
were invited to become full
members and learn to live in
harmony with the Earth Mother.
Since that time nearly
seventy people have come to the
Bear Tribe and remained; most
have moved to one of the two
permanent Sierra bases. The
greatest number were white. A
large group from the Russian
River joined the tribe, several
people from Los Angeles
journeyed up, one came courtesy
of the U.S. Army - and two of the
members were led here from
Turkey.
The bases expect to be selfsufficient by summer, or at least
capable of self-sufficiency.
Assistance, in the form of
teachers and supplies, will
radiate from these groups to the
camps just being established.
Because the tribe will never be a
closed community, no single
camp will be entirely sufficient
unto intself until a large number

FIRST
STATION
Look For The Cliff's
Notes Rack When You
Need Help Under
standing Literature.
Nearly 200 titles...always
available at your dealer's.

$1

at your bookseller

THRIFTY DRUG

Weberstown Mall
4950 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, Calif. 95207

JIliffikMtes^

of bases have been opened.
The tribe is acquiring
several more sites in California,
and has received a 200-acre base
in Connectivut, for their first
foray outside the state. Contact
has been made with a number of
communal groups around the
country; although no true
alliance has yet been made with
one of these, several have begun
to spread word of the trbe in their
region.
A search for available land
continues. The tribe is working
toward a renewed conception of
the earth as the mother, who
may not be bought and sold. As
the tribe has no disire to
"possess" the land, but simply to
make use of it, they often find
donors willing to support them
with permission to use vacant
land. A group living in accor
dance with the Indian respect for
nature will improve the land for
almost any use, and of course the
inhabitants protect and fix any
buildings.
Those with knowledge of
potential land bases for the Bear
Tribe, and especially those who
no longer wish to control a parcel
of the Earth Mother and wish to
live with her again, are asked to
contact the tribe. Their mailing
address is P.O. Box 1222,
Sacramento, Ca., 95806.

bases are learning Indian
agriculture, and are beginning to
learn Indian games and
ceremonies. They are also
schooling themselves in the
wilderness arts necessary for
survival in the forest; they will
soon be ready to move as a tribe
wherever sustenance lies.
"This is the way it will
happen" says another member,
"people just going out and living
in the new phase. Learning to
feed themselves, before it's too
late."
Weighed together with this
for the non-Indian member has
been the desire for release from
this society founded on a broken
balance with nature. The same
Indian
prophecies
which
foreshadow the reconciliation of
a part of the white "flood" with
the
Indian,
predict
the
exhausting of that flood, the
civilization which has disturbed
this land for a few brief
centuries. The Hopi believe that
Purification Day is at hand. The
Iroquois await the day when the
"white serpent" will return to
the sea.
The desire to learn the
ancient balance with nature
from Indian tradition, and to live
with their fellow human beings
as relatives to all things, stands
at the center of the tribe bor all
its members. It is what drew
them from the four directions.
"Whites have had 350 years of
doing their thing" Sun Bear tells
all who come to the tribe. "We
will accept those ready to do it
the Indian way again.''
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The Best SKI RENTALS in Town
SKIIS, BOOTS, POLES - $6 DAY
($9 WEEKENDS)

village sports
299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615

OPEN WEEK NIGHTS 'TILL 9:00

Abortion Criticized

ORONO, Maine (CPS) - A
student - sponsored abortion loan
fund at the University of Maine
has provoked outraged criticism
by many of the state's
politicians.
The Population Control
Fund
Committee
was
established here in December by
the student government, and
was given a budget of $5,000 from
mandatory student activities
fees. Students were told that they
could have their individual share
(.75 cents) taken from the
committee and used for other
activities. No student has made
that request.
Several female students
borrowed up to $400 each to help
defray abortion expenses in New
York, where abortions arelegal.
With student opposition to
the Committee minimal, the
fund sailed along without
controversy until local papers
and politicians seized on it. In the
past two weeks, Gov. Kenneth
Curtis, admitting the fund was
legal, saidhe was still opposed to

For those wishing to meet
with members of the Bear Tribe,
Monday night gathering are
being held at the tribe's urban
base, 2641 Kit Carson, Apt. C, in
Sacramento. At this time Sun
Bear speaks at length of the
Indian's belief that man is a care
taker of nature, and of his
critical view of a white society
with no such notion. These
meeting, beginning each week at
SAN FRANCISCO (CPS) - million a year and courts are
7:00, are intended as an
Marijuana is now as American clogged with untried cases.
introduction to the tribe. How
as Spiro Agnew's daughter - or Already 23 states have eased
ever, any person or group with a
so
say
forward-thinking penalties, with more to follow.
serious interest in Indian culture
executives of U.S. tobacco firms
Former U.S. Attorney, John
is welcome to arrive-and visitwho have been covertly eyeing Kaplan, a Stanford University
at any time.
the underground market in Law professor, and an authority
A strong tribal feeling has "grass," officially valued at on the subject, said this week
arisen at the first camps, despite better than a billion dollars a that marijuana "could and
their comparatively short time year.
should" be legalized. He inclines
The real figure, say Western to a government monopoly
together. One of the Indian
members of the B EAR Tribe entrepreneurs, is nearer three which would rule out advertising.
said recently to a meeting in San times that sum, and now that the
Packets of the weed, graded
Francisco: "It just takes a possibilites of legal manufacture by strength and heavily taxed,
second. As soon as you open your are being discussed in the might be sold in government eyes you'll begin to see. boardrooms, bootleg suppliers licensed shops. Kaplan believes
Remember, time just has are organizing to safeguard their this open
system
would
another meaning there. You're interests.
discourage use, particularly by
Long before New Years Day, teen-agers. Revenue would help
on Indian time. A month there
just has no relation to the way it when the government shut down to step up control of "hard"
a $250 million advertising drugs.
would be measured in the city."
Tribesmen living at the industry by banning cigarette
But the underground does
commercials on television, the not mean to yield its rich, quasitobacco men had been busy on sacred grass market to the bigcontingency planning -- one firm money men. "It's the economic
is allegedly running a furtive basis of the couter-culture,"
sale test scheme in Hawaii. At says
Blair
Newman,
a
*ALL 8 TRACK
the start the big manufacturers prominent San Francisco pot
would market their joints at advocate, "We have to keep it
about 25 cents each, well under out of the hands of the tobacco
current black market prices.
tycoons."
Reg.
476
Business sources predict the
ROW
Believing legislation will
end of the marijuana ban will come "within three years,"
Cosh Solos Only
follow the close of the Nixon era, Newman and his friends have
for the soundly all-American formed a "philanthropic," non
reason that the swollen costs of profit organization called
the "new prohibition" exceed Amorphia, to stake their claim.
any
good
it
may
do.
More confident still is a San
Enforcement costs in California Francisco consortium of pot
2363 Pacific Ave.
alone are now running at $32 dealers known collectively as

it. University police and county
attorneys
have
begun
investigations.
Students running the fund
say they are trying to allow any
woman student who wants an
abortion to get a safe, legal one,
instead of forcing her to go to
"some butcher."
The university has budget
problems with the legislature.
Curtis said he
was for
liberalization of the state's
abortion law, but questioned
whether the student's action was
in the best interest of the
university. "The students would
suffer from taking the easy way
out," he said.
Despite criticism from
politicians, some of it in the form
of outrage, the student fund is not
the only group in Maine paying
for abortions in New York.
Welfare recipients can have
abortions in New
York,
according to Commissioner of
Health and Welfare, Dean
Fisher, with the state of Maine
picking up the tab.

Capitalists Eye Marijuaaa Market

Everyday LOW PRICE
•ROCK TAPES'

MIRAS-LE

0OOOO

Felix the Cat. "Marijuana is
legal," they say in publicity for
their bold new venture - a
packaged, filter-tipped brand of
pot
cigarettes
named
Grassmasters.
One "Mr. Felix" spokesman
for the group told a radio station
interviewer that 320 dealers in
the Bay area are handling his
first consignment of 15,000
cartons. A packet of 18 joints now
sells at $7.50, but he hopes to pass
on savings to the smoker as the
business grows. By early spring
they plan to have an automated
rolling factory in Mexico and two
more, underground in San
Francisco and Berkeley, with
distribution centers from coast
to coast.
Wouldn't the police object?
"Oh, sure. But the government
just isn't willing to push this
thing. It's like the last days of
prohibition when beer trucks
drove openly around. I hope to
have some trucks painted with
our Felix symbol soon."
How was business?
"We turn about a ton of grass
a month in the San Francisco
area. That's worth $250,000."
Mr. Felix claims to have a
bail fund reserve of $125,000 and
is prepared for two supreme
court appeals in the next couple
of years. "Then we'll be out in
the clear."
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Feminist Traces Chauvinism
"I am a woman....in a man s
world.
"This means that my life
thus far has been spent living
within institutions and concepts
which men, not women, made. It
means that I must act, feel, look
and speak in ways which man
has determined are 'suitable' for
me....These institutions and
attitudes remain intact today
and it is the aim of the women's
liberation movement to destroy
them."
Writing in the first person is
Lisa Hobbs, happily married,
mother of two, holder of a degree

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a fully
accredited Univenity of Ariiono program, will
offer,

July

5

to

August

14,

art,

folklore,

geography, history, political science, language
and literature courses. Tuition, $160; board and
room, $155. Write Dr. Juan B. Rael, Office of
Summer Session, University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721.

SKI

RENTAL
boots,
poles
$6.00
Day
$9.00
Weekend

skis,

Head or K2 Holiday Skis
Hochland Buckle Boots

THE

A

imlpv

6239 Pacific Ave.
478-3550

MY

GIRL

FRIEND

LIKE
I

TRIED

A

SHE

AN

ENCHILADA
AND

WHILE
HERE'S

I'M
ALL

JUST GIVE

ATE

MOSQUITOE

NO
SHE
ME

BURRITO

GOURMET
A

BELL

COULD

SAY

TACO
ENCHIRRITO

Lower Sact. Road &
Hammer Lane

in
sociology,
newspaper
reporter,
author
of
the
bestseller, I Saw Red China and,
now, of Love and Liberation: Up
Front with the Feminists.
This book is concerned
primarily with the American
woman, the author writes, "as
she is the woman I know best."
Its findings, however, apply to
women everywhere. Foremost
among these is the fact that
"large numbers of children are
no longer needed to maintain the
species. Woman's sole societal
function, so long held in awe and
veneration, has become a
cursed, destructive power. The
only feminine role that was
socially imperative and unique
to the female genetic nature has
lost its societal value. Our bodies
are now obsolete in an
overpopulated world.''
Through the centuries, Lisa
Hobbs notes, females have been
lulled into submission and -- jt
least the most fortunate ones cajoled into accepting the
irrelevant, confining aspects of
life in a doll's house of sorts. The
time has now come, she
declares, for any such delusions
to be eradicated. Women should
at last realize that they have a
very important, unique role to
play: "we are not male and can
never be male....man is not
female and can never be female,
and this knowledge will bring us
freedom."
The author examines the
role determined for women by
the Greeks 2,500 years ago, and
how this male chauvinism has
been expressed by some of the
greatest Western thinkers from
Aeschylus and Aristotle tc
Montaigne to Hegel to Freud
whom she takes to task with a

vengeance.
The upbringing of the female
child is compared with the boy's
early education: the girl, on one
hand, is designated such
functional toys as dolls, tea sets,
pans,
directed
pots and
"towards
a
subjective
relationship with other people; "
on the other hand, "the boychild... through his toys, is
offered
almost
unlimited
perceptions and goals." The
female is reared as a submissive
coquettish housekeeper; the
male is encouraged to prepare
himself to conquer the universe.
Advertisements directed at
women come in for their share oi
scathing contempt:
"One
woman is sick with rage at the
whiteness of her neighboy's
wash; another's neanderthal
jaw drops to her knees at the
sight of her neighbor's floor;
another brays like an ass at the
sight of her neighbor's baking.''
Problems encountered by
women as a worker, a wife, a
lover are examined with acerbic
lucidity. Sexual desire and
fulfillment are discussed frankly
and in detail. The author's
iconoclastic conclusions are best
summarized by her reaction to
one
of
society's
most
fundamental institutions:
"Marriage as it is presently
idealized is pathological. It is a
house of cards built on the
foundations of human dreams
and
overloaded
with
psychological and material
expectations...The institution of
marriage in the future can be
justified only if it assumes a
totally new form and totally new
freedoms. There is evidence that
this
process
is
already
underway."

News Blackout in Laos
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) --In
the midst of a U.S. news
blackout, called by Senator
George Aiken (R. ,Vt.) "the
tightest censorship since World
War Two," 5,000 South Viet
namese troops have invaded
Southeastern Laos.
The last official word here on
activities in Southeast Asia
came in Secretary of State
William
Rogers'
press
conference last Friday when he
hinted that "unlimited" use of
U.S. air power would extend into
Laos as well as Vietnam and
Cambodia. Over the weekend,
the air war widened with a
continuing increase in bombing
raids along North Vietnamese
supply routes in Laos.
Sen. Aiken, the senior
Republican on the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee,
revealed to newsmen that the
White House told him Friday
that U.S. and South Vietnamese
troops were being built up along
the Vietnamese border, but that
no invasion by U.S. forces was
planned.
Since then all reports of U.S.
activities have come from
foreign news sources, as the
Pentagon has remained silent.
Washington editors say their
reporters in Southeast Asia, the

main source ot news of the war,
aren't able to get any
information.
The nation's news media
continue the cries of "blackout! "
acknowledging their
dependence upon government
sources for information about
the war, and it remains unclear
whether the invasion of Laos will
ever be announced officially,
even when the "operation" is
completed.
The Japanese news agency
Kyodo broke the news on the
invasion, while emphasizing that
U.S. ground forces were not
being used in the raids. The
mercenaries
battling
in
"neutral" Laos were dropped
out of U.S. planes, wore U.S.
equipment and U.S. weapons,
were protected by U.S. artillery
and planes, and were backed up
by a troop build-up of Thai and
U.S.
forces
along
the
Vietnam/Laos border.
Meanwhile, Nhan Dan, a
newspaper in Hanoi, had
predicted one day before the
paratroop invasion that several
thousand Thai and South
Vietnam commandos were
massing along the Laotian
frontier, preparing for a huge
intervention in Southern Laos, to
be backed by U.S. planes.
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Quake Devastates L A
by Ben Shank

An earthquake is not the
most interesting natural des
tructive phenomenon. A hur
ricane reveals its combustive
impact more vividly; the sudden
dynamics of a flash flood or
forest fire grip our imagination
more, for with their components
we are more familiar. When any
destructive natural phenomenon
encroaches upon centers of
human civilization, it looms as
the Enemy, and its path of devas
tation grimly speaks of its
irresistible physical superiority.
Beneath the passionate
pageant of Los Angeles life,
through the vast expanse of its
civilization two earthquakes
shuddered
early
Tuesday
morning. For hours the attention
of the inhabitants found a
fascinating at times tragic,
focus. Window panes gone, plates
in fragments, stoplights fallen
like
trees
across
their
interchanges, twenty dead, and
the freeways flash on red
because their bridges are falling
down. The water jostled from
hundreds of Beverly Hills
swimming pools floods the storm
gutters. But fear not. Cracked,
strewn-out, in tangles, -- after
the memories are collected,-Los Angeles its will vibrant, will
seal back together, and within
six months even the woman who
lost her pottery from Toledo,
Spain, will say a year from now,
"Oh, that happened so long ago.
There must be something we can
talk about better than last year's
earthquakes."
The unsteady truce with
Nature always seems to be
restored. As human beings, we
grow up, act out our needs upon
Her back. When She happens to
shift some over Her bedrock, we
cling like bug-eyed monkeys to
our bedsteads until She ceases
Her commotion,
becomes
compliant once again. Then we
may rise and work and shine to
progress yet another day.
When an earthquake hits so

broad an area as Los Angeles, all
the people hold new elements
common in their experience,
largely outside their daily
institutions. Afterwards theygo
back into the house for eggs and
Wheaties, finish dressing, and
then press on into offices,
schoolrooms, and supermarkets
(with cardboard windows). The
people of Los Angeles will refind
their groves, clear out the
debris, and go "round and
round" again within their
institutions.
Now suppose the earthquake
had taken place in Stockton?
The windows of the End Zone
would
be shattered, the
Conservatory
would
fold
ungraciously upon itself in a halfstorey heap, and Burn's Tower
with cracks, would flush water
out all over this siritually
undernourished
campus.
Suffering such misfortune, we
would have to undertake a great
building campaign. With our
traditional foundations fallen
down beneath us, would we
simply build up the same
institution in the ruins of the
old? While intentionally des
troying this University's phyj
sical plant would be as cimina
and wasteful as the bombings of
Rotterdam, Dresden, and Lon
don were, it would give us a
chance to see things anew. After
such disasters, the more com
plete the destruction, the more
unlimited do our future choices
appear. We can conclude tha
some disasters can serve to J°
men into seeing the issues before
them with fresh eyes. But Pr0*
bably we will see no miracles o
disasters here at ths UniversityAnd perhaps the administrate
and we of the student body hav
become jolt-resistent.
Vic Ornelas has just been
appointed the new Placem®
Officer for the university
Anyone needing a job shou
contact him in the Ad building

